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1421 Fairy Academy 

Victoria’s appearance was definitely considered a beauty in the eyes of 
those on Earth. Unexpectedly, in Celestial King Planet, she was not 
considered a beauty and was very mediocre… 

Based on her lack of response, Victoria seemed to have accepted the 
fact that she was not considered a beauty here. However, she was still 
quite happy when Hathor called her an underage teenager. 

After all, on Earth, a woman over 30 like her was already considered an 
old woman. On another planet, they were actually considered 
underaged. Who didn’t want to pretend to be young? 

Victoria said, “I believe all the big clans in the federation admire your 
reputation and character. No one would dare to criticize you.” 

Seeing that Victoria and Hathor were chatting happily, Jordan was no 
longer worried about Victoria. 

A capable woman like Victoria was very good at adapting to her 
environment. In the Celestial King Planet, she could also quickly climb to 
a very high position. After all, Victoria did not lack talent, ability, or 
ambition. Jordan believed that she would do well. 

Similarly, compared to Victoria, Moon Maiden and Mike Baylor would 
only be better. 

Although Jordan appeared to be more talented than them, that was the 
mysterious man’s talent tier. It was not Jordan’s. In the future, Jordan 
might not be stronger than them. 

At the thought of this, Jordan felt a sense of danger. He was already 
behind them. He came later and cultivated later. Now, he had to speed 
up his cultivation! 
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Therefore, Jordan felt it was time to say his goodbyes. “It’s getting late, 
and I still have to report to the Fairy Academy with Miss Elle. I’ll take my 
leave first. Lord Howard, thank you for your teachings and gifts. I’ll 
remember them in my heart.” 

Hathor also smiled and said goodbye. “You’re welcome to come to my 
Howard family anytime, Miss Dawn. If you have any cultivation 
problems, you can look for me.” 

Subsequently, Jordan, Elle and Emily boarded the aircraft and headed to 
the Fairy Academy. 

After nearly ten hours of flying, they finally arrived at the location of the 
Fairy Academy. 

Jordan looked down from the aircraft and realized that the Fairy 
Academy was located on a huge island. The entire academy occupied 
an island. The island was lush with forests, buildings, amusement parks, 
and animals. There was also a very large lake beside the island. 

“The Fairy Academy is so beautiful. As expected of the place where 
fairies stay. Hehe.” 

Jordan praised it. He was quite satisfied with the environment of his 
cultivation academy. 

Emily also praised, “Yeah, our school is so beautiful! It’s so big! Our 
school monopolizes an island. Are there no outsiders?” 

Elle smiled and said, “Every inch of land in the Federation is worth a lot 
of money. It costs a lot of money to occupy an island with such a good 
environment. Although our Fairy Academy is not the best cultivation 
school in the Federation, in terms of cultivation training and living 
environment, we are definitely the best.” 

Jordan smiled lightly. It seemed that the women in this world were the 
same as the women on Earth. They paid attention to their image and 
environment. They had to do things beautifully. It did not matter if they 
studied the same things. 



Soon, the aircraft slowly landed on this island called Fairy Island. As 
soon as they got off the aircraft, Jordan realized that there were dozens 
of women welcoming them. 

There were even people holding signs that said, “Welcome to the Fairy 
Academy, Dawn.” 

Elle quickly pulled Jordan forward and introduced him, “Let me introduce 
you to everyone. This is the dean of the Fairy Academy, Lisa. This is our 
vice dean, Evelyn. These are all honorary alumni of our Fairy Academy. 
They are…” 

Elle Green introduced their names to Jordan one by one. According to 
her, the most powerful people in the entire Fairy Academy were all here. 

Elle said, “Dawn, you must remember them. They are seniors who have 
already cultivated successfully. They can help you in many ways.” 

Jordan nodded. How could he remember all of them at once when they 
were all from other planets? For now, he only remembered Dean Lisa 
and Vice Dean Evelyn. 

Dean Lisa looked benevolent and a little older, like a fifty-year-old 
woman on Earth, with obvious wrinkles when she smiled. She looked at 
Jordan as if he was her own child. Taking his hand, she said, “Poor 
child. The skin on your hand is so rough. You must have suffered a lot in 
the past. You don’t have to be afraid. Since you came to the Fairy 
Academy, you’ve come to your new home. We’re family. We’ll take care 
of you. 

“Oh, my cute child, let me hug you again. Thank you for choosing the 
Fairy Academy. You will definitely become the glory and pride of our 
Fairy Academy.” 

Dean Lisa hugged Jordan again and again. 

However, Vice Dean Evelyn looked a little serious. 

She was taller and more beautiful, but her gaze was a little scary. 



Evelyn extended her hand to Jordan and said, “Dawn, you’re the first 
cultivator with max-level talent since the Celestial King Planet’s talent 
test was created. Now, the entire federation is looking at the Fairy 
Academy. They’re all staring at us to see if they can nurture a tier ten 
talent like you. 

“This is an opportunity for us, but it is also a challenge. In the past few 
years, our Fairy Academy has never produced a cultivator at the half-
immortal level. You must become a half-immortal. Otherwise, our Fairy 
Academy will not be able to raise our heads for the next hundred or even 
a thousand years. Therefore, our next requirements and training for you 
are also the most demanding. Are you prepared?” 

1422 Entering the School 

Dean Lisa and Vice Dean Evelyn seemed to be playing the good cop 
and the bad cop respectively. Evelyn seemed to be more difficult to get 
along with and had higher expectations of Jordan. 

However, why would Jordan be afraid of the harsh requirements of the 
school? 

On Earth, as the richest disciple, Jordan had followed the family rules 
since he was young and accepted all kinds of training. He had even 
been on the battlefield! 

The harsh requirements from a school were nothing to Jordan. 

Moreover, Jordan had come to the Celestial King Planet to improve 
himself in the shortest time possible so that he could match up to 
Levana. He was not afraid that the school would be strict with him. 
Instead, he was afraid that they would not do so. 

Jordan smiled lightly and said, “Dearest Dean, please have faith in me. 
I’m already prepared for all kinds of demonic training. There’s no need to 
be polite. I can fulfill all your requests.” 



Vice Dean Evelyn was slightly shocked by Jordan’s confident reply. After 
all, this was a female academy. Regardless of whether it was on 
Celestial King Planet or Earth, girls were more delicate. 

The fact that there was no high-level female Immortal cultivator showed 
that the women on Celestial King Planet were similar to the women on 
Earth. 

At the beginning of cultivation, there were not many people who were as 
determined as Jordan. 

Evelyn snorted. “I hope you mean what you say.” 

At this moment, Lisa said, “Alright, let’s not talk too much here. Miss Elle, 
bring Dawn around the school and so she will become familiar with it.” 

After that, Elle brought Jordan around the Fairy Academy. The Fairy 
Academy was very beautiful and looked like a scene from a game. 
However, other than the shell that looked like a virtual game, the 
academy’s interior, such as daily necessities, was still mainly high-tech 
and modern. 

Just like on Earth, rich people could go to some deep mountains or polar 
regions to experience a simple life, but there was not no WiFi there. 

After walking around, Elle said, “Dawn, the dormitory for the new 
students in your apprentice group is at the foot of the mountain. There 
are four people in a dormitory. The higher you go, the higher your level. 
The dean instructed me to give you a single room at the waist of the 
mountain.” 

Indeed, those with high talent would be treated differently. 

Jordan thought about it. It was not impossible to stay in a good place. 
After all, the Fairy Academy was only his temporary residence. When his 
level reached a certain level, he would leave automatically. 



In addition, he was a woman now, so it was inconvenient for him to 
share a room with other girls. It would be bad if others saw that he was a 
man. 

Jordan nodded. “Alright, but I want to invite another person to stay with 
me.” 

Elle asked in confusion, “Who?” 

Jordan said, “Emily.” 

Elle smiled. “Do you like Emily? Her talent is so low that she doesn’t 
have the right to live on the mountainside. But since you’re the one who 
requested it, fine. I’ll bring her to you later.” 

After thanking him, Jordan went to his room on the mountainside first. 

Not long after, Emily was also sent there. 

Emily, who was wearing a blue rough uniform, was overjoyed when she 
entered. She jumped and hugged Jordan as she said happily, “Dawn! 
Thank you for inviting me to stay with you! I went down to report just 
now. The other seniors in the dormitory are envious of me. They said 
that this place is where the school teachers and high-level seniors live! If 
it weren’t for you, I definitely wouldn’t be able to live here for the rest of 
my life!” 

Jordan was already used to the cheerful Emily. He patted her hair and 
said, “I’m glad you like it. I just want someone to talk to. It’s getting late. 
Let’s rest first. After we wake up, we’ll train hard from tomorrow onwards. 
We’re not inferior to anyone. We’ll definitely make a name for ourselves 
here. Trust me, I’ll help you.” 

Emily nodded emotionally. “Yes, yes. Dawn, thank you. You’re so kind… 
I want to sleep with you!” 

Jordan was stunned. He looked at the two beds in the room and pointed. 
“You can sleep over there…” 



However, Emily hugged Jordan coquettishly. “No, I want to sleep with 
you. The seniors in my dorm just now told me to hug your thigh. They 
said that you’re a genius that’s hard to come by in ten thousand years 
and that you’ll definitely advance to the Immortal Tier in the future. They 
also said that your cultivation speed is much faster than ours. Although 
we’re all apprentices now, you’ll soon become a disciple or even a 
Grandmaster! 

“When you become a Grandmaster, it will be very difficult for me to see 
you again. So, while we are roommates, I want to sleep with you, hehe!” 

Jordan was speechless. 

He was embarrassed. Emily was right. His cultivation speed was indeed 
much faster than Emily’s. However, no matter what realm Jordan 
advanced to, he could not ignore Emily. 

Jordan was helpless too. He said, “Alright, let’s sleep together then.” 

Therefore, Jordan and Emily squeezed on the same bed. The bed was 
big enough for Emily to hug Jordan. The lights in the room had been 
turned off. Jordan pretended to be asleep when Emily suddenly spoke. 

“Dawn, have you ever been in a relationship?” 

Jordan opened his eyes. “Why are you suddenly asking this?” 

Emily said, “The senior in the dormitory said that I can’t cultivate after 
being in a relationship. I like the opposite sex and even… had sex with a 
man.” 

Jordan replied, “Oh.” 

Emily moved. “Aren’t you surprised?! On the Celestial King Planet, this 
kind of thing is very serious! It’s not allowed! Once there’s something 
between a man and a woman, one’s cultivation progress will be slower 
than others!” 



Jordan asked softly, “Do you regret it? Do you regret having sex with a 
man?” 

Emily thought of Jordan but there was a smile on her face. She shook 
her head. “I don’t regret it.” 

Jordan reminded her, “However, because of him, you’re lagging behind 
others in your cultivation now. You might stay at the apprentice level 
forever. Don’t you regret it?” 

Emily shook her head and said, “I don’t regret it. That was the happiest 
time for me. Isn’t raising my cultivation level also for happiness? 
Moreover, at that time, I didn’t know that I would come to the Celestial 
King Planet in the future. Furthermore, I didn’t know there was such a 
strange rule. Sigh, I’m not worried about myself. I don’t like cultivation 
anyway. I’m worried…” 

Emily wanted to say something but hesitated. 

Jordan could guess who Emily was worried about. He asked, “You’re 
worried about your sister, Victoria, right? She was also with a man…” 

Jordan pretended that he did not know about Victoria’s private matters. 

Emily didn’t plan to hide it. “Yes, I only had one experience, and it’s only 
once. But my sister… seemed to have a lot…” 

Jordan suddenly felt a little numb and uncomfortable. He thought about 
Victoria and his uncle again. 

“Let’s not talk anymore. Go to sleep.” 

Victoria had slept with three men on Earth. This would definitely affect 
her cultivation progress on the Celestial King Planet. 

Emily did not understand why Jordan suddenly did not want to talk 
anymore. She continued to ask, “Dawn, aren’t you curious about the 
relationship between a man and a woman? When the seniors in the 



dormitory found out about me just now, they all asked me what it felt like 
to do that. Don’t you want to know? I can tell you secretly.” 

Jordan buried Emily’s head in his arms and said, “Go to sleep. I think I 
can guess what you were like back then.” 

1423 Assassin 

Emily would never have thought that the man who had left a deep 
impression on her in the GL8 car on that crazy night on Earth was 
sleeping beside her at this moment. For some reason, Emily felt safe in 
Dawn’s arms. Therefore, she fell asleep very quickly. 

More than an hour passed. 

Creak. 

There was a slight movement in the room. 

In the dark room, Jordan immediately opened his eyes and became 
alert. He listened carefully and felt a gust of wind blowing in from 
outside. 

“The door moved.” 

Jordan’s heart skipped a beat. He realized that someone might have 
snuck in. 

After coming to a new planet, Jordan could not sleep too deeply. He had 
died once. He would never let someone take his life while he was 
unconscious. He knew that his talent test today had attracted the 
attention of all the cultivators in the Celestial King Planet. Even if he was 
in the Fairy Academy now, there were still people who wanted his life. 

The figure approached Jordan’s bed step by step. Jordan closed his 
eyes immediately and pretended to be asleep. 

A woman’s voice sounded, “Hmph, a favored daughter of heaven? Do 
you think you can live for that long? Go to hell!” 



After saying that, the woman immediately attacked Jordan with an 
unknown weapon! 

Jordan woke up immediately. He jumped up from the bed and kicked the 
other party away. Then, he immediately took out the energy storage 
immortal stone and smashed it at the visiting assassin! 

Jordan smashed the rock at the other party’s body, but it was obvious 
that the other party was not an ordinary person. Her movement 
technique was extremely powerful, and she quickly dodged the energy 
immortal stone’s attack. 

BOOM! 

With a loud bang, Jordan’s single room lit up from the explosion. 
Everything in the room shattered instantly! 

Even Emily’s bed was shattered. 

“Ouch!” 

Only then did Emily wake up. When she saw the scene in front of her, 
she was a little frightened. 

Seeing that the assault had failed, the female assassin did not dare to 
stay any longer. She immediately wanted to escape. Jordan really 
wanted to chase after her and see who was trying to assassinate him. 

However, he was pulled back by Emily. “Dawn, don’t chase her. Her 
level is higher than ours. We can’t beat her!” 

Jordan cursed in his heart. He was very frustrated. 

That’s right. Jordan had just finished testing his talent and was not even 
an apprentice. The other party was an assassin who was at least a 
Grand Scholar. Even if he caught up, he would be courting death for 
nothing. How could he fight? 



However, just as Jordan thought that the female assassin was going to 
escape, a crimson figure suddenly descended slowly from the top of the 
mountain outside the room. 

The crimson woman directly blocked the female assassin’s path and 
descended in front of her. 

“Sh*t!” 

When the female assassin saw the woman’s back, she immediately 
realized that something was wrong. 

The crimson woman turned around slowly. Jordan was shocked. “It’s 
Vice Dean Evelyn!” 

When the female assassin saw Evelyn, she wanted to escape without a 
word, but how could she leave? 

The female assassin pounced and jumped, wanting to jump down from 
the mountainside. 

Evelyn threw out a red ribbon and wrapped it around her, pulling her 
over. The red ribbon wrapped around the female assassin’s neck. The 
female assassin could not move at all, and even breathing became 
difficult. 

“Wow, the vice president is so suave! She’s so awesome!” Emily 
praised. 

Jordan walked out of the room quickly and said to the two people by the 
mountain, “Vice Dean Evelyn, keep her alive and ask who sent her!” 

However, in the next second after Jordan said that, the female assassin 
died. She fell to the ground and stopped breathing. 

Emily quickly walked forward and thanked him, “Dean, thank you for 
coming in time. Otherwise, we would have died!” 

Evelyn glanced at Emily with contempt in her eyes. She ignored her and 
walked toward Jordan. She said, “There’s no need for anyone to send 



her here. You’ve obtained the best talent in history. Many people want to 
kill you. I’ve already expected it. However, don’t worry. With me here, 
nothing will happen to you.” 

“Thank you, Vice Dean Evelyn.” 

In response, Evelyn said coldly, “There’s no need to thank me. I’m willing 
to protect you because you carry the hope of our Fairy Academy. If one 
day you can’t bear this hope and can’t achieve results, I won’t care about 
your life or death.” 

With that, Evelyn took a deep leap and slowly flew to the top, leaving 
only a wisp of fragrance. 

Emily looked up at Evelyn’s figure in a daze and said enviously, “Wow, 
she’s so handsome! I also want to be like her, flying around and killing 
people casually. The fragrance on her body is very similar to a Chanel 
perfume I used before!” 

At this moment, Elle, who had heard the commotion, walked over. 

“Dawn, are you alright?” 

Jordan pointed at the female assassin’s corpse on the ground and shook 
his head. “I’m fine.” 

Elle walked towards the female assassin’s corpse and said, “She’s from 
our Fairy Academy. However, she probably didn’t kill you because she 
was jealous of you. There must be an organization behind her that paid 
a high price to hire her to kill you. I’m sorry, Dawn. As a teacher, I don’t 
have the ability to protect you.” 

Jordan smiled. “It’s alright. They only have a few days to kill me. After a 
few days, when I become a cultivator, it’ll be difficult for them to kill me.” 

“Teacher, go back and rest. We’ll officially start cultivating tomorrow 
morning.” 

Elle said, “Yes, I’ll go back then.” 



Between the two of them, it was as if Jordan was the teacher and Elle 
was an obedient student. Elle listened to Jordan’s arrangements. 

The room had been bombed to the point that it could no longer be used. 
Jordan and Emily moved to another room, but they did not fall asleep. 
They chatted for the entire night. 

… 

The next day, in the maple forest of the Fairy Academy. 

Everyone had been cultivating for the entire morning. Emily ran to 
Jordan happily and said, “Dawn, I’m already an apprentice cultivator! I 
can already control spiritual energy. Look!” 

As Emily spoke, she exerted force with her hands and controlled a leaf 
on a tree branch right in front of her. 

The leaf slowly moved from the branch to Emily’s hand. It was a little 
slow, but the distance was very short. Soon, it reached her hand. 

Then, Emily used her little finger to cut the leaf in half. 

Emily was overjoyed. “Look, am I not amazing!” 

Jordan smiled. Compared to the weak air stewardess in the past, Emily 
had improved a lot. 

Jordan praised with a smile, “Emily, you’ve improved a lot. 
Congratulations.” 

Emily put her hands behind her back and twisted her body cutely. She 
was also very proud of her improvement. “By the way, Dawn, how’s your 
cultivation progress in the morning? When I came over just now, you 
looked listless and didn’t seem to be progressing well. Could it be that… 
you haven’t become an apprentice and can’t control the technological 
spiritual energy of the Celestial King Planet?” 

1424 Apprentice Competition 



Even Emily, who was the least talented, had officially become an 
apprentice cultivator on the Celestial King Planet in the morning. How 
could Jordan, who was the most talented, not have broken through it 
yet? 

He was already an apprentice, but he was very dissatisfied with his 
strength. 

One had to know that Jordan had such powerful strength from back on 
Earth. Now that he had a weak apprentice ability, he felt that the 
difference was too great. 

Even though Jordan had advanced from an ordinary Earthling to a noble 
Celestial King Planet cultivator, it made Jordan feel that he was not as 
strong as when he was an ordinary person on Earth. Jordan could not 
accept it. 

Just as Jordan was about to explain to Emily, a black woman in the 
uniform of the Fairy Academy suddenly walked over and mocked 
Jordan. 

“Yo, if it isn’t the heavenly prodigy with a tier ten talent. Why is her 
cultivation progress inferior to the first-stage Emily? The dean and the 
others even placed their hopes on you. How funny!” 

Jordan glanced at her. He could feel that she should be an apprentice 
cultivator like him. 

At that moment, a woman in a teacher’s uniform walked up and 
immediately apologized to Jordan, “I’m sorry, Miss Dawn. This is my 
student, Arte. She doesn’t mean any harm.” 

Next, the teacher turned to Arte and said, “Dawn is already able to 
control spiritual power. Don’t talk nonsense. She is making rapid 
progress!” 

At this moment, Elle walked over and asked, “What’s the matter?” 



After understanding the situation, Elle smiled and said to Jordan, “She’s 
also an apprentice who’s participating in the upcoming competition. 
We’re all optimistic about you becoming the champion of this year’s 
apprentice group. She’s been preparing for a longer time than you. 
Before you, she was also the person with the highest chance of 
obtaining the highest results in our school, so she’s a little jealous.” 

After Elle explained the situation to Jordan, Jordan immediately 
understood. 

In this world, there was no such thing as unreasonable hatred. In the 
Celestial King Planet, it was about who obstructed the other party’s path 
of success. 

Although Jordan and Arte were both apprentice cultivators and Arte had 
started earlier than him, Jordan did not even look at her. It was 
impossible for him to treat such a character as a competitor! 

One had to know that Jordan’s wife was a grandmaster! And Jordan’s 
enemy was an Unrivaled! 

How could a mere trainee female student be worth Jordan’s time! 

Jordan looked down at him, “Are you not convinced that I have the 
strongest combat strength in the apprentice group of the Fairy 
Academy?” 

Arte laughed out loud and said, “Ha ha ha! You are not! You have just 
stepped into the apprenticeship stage today. As for me, I have already 
stepped into the apprenticeship stage for half a year. The competition 
between the various academies will begin in half a month’s time! I admit 
that my talent is inferior to yours, but how can you defeat half a year of 
my cultivation in just half a month! I’m the strongest in the apprentice 
group of the Fairy Academy! Want to be in the limelight? Wait another 
half a year!” 

Seeing that Arte dared to provoke Jordan, the academy’s “treasure”, the 
other female students voiced their support. 



“Well said, Arte. You’re so brave!” 

“That’s right. We admit that Dawn will be stronger than us in the future, 
but at least she’s not now!” 

“In the Celestial King Planet, realm determines status. Since Dawn’s 
strength is inferior to ours today, she has to listen to us now. Who knows 
what will happen tomorrow?” 

Seeing that these women were jealous of Jordan, Emily said to him 
immediately, “Dawn, forget it. Just bear with it for a while.” 

Jordan smiled lightly. He wanted to prove himself with his ability. So he 
began to control the leaves as well. However, his Spiritual Energy 
control was much better than Emily’s. 

Emily pulled a leaf over from the branches while Jordan made the leaves 
on the ground float up slowly. There were quite a few of them. 

“Wow, Dawn, you’re also an apprentice now. Your spiritual power is 
indeed stronger than mine. I can only control one leaf, but you can 
control so many!” 

Emily became happy. 

The others also quietened down and watched Jordan’s progress quietly. 

“To have such spiritual power control on the first day of apprenticeship, 
it’s indeed not simple. As expected of the most talented cultivator!” 

“What the hell! How did she keep the leaves suspended in the air? I 
could only pull a leaf up from the ground on the first day and catch it with 
my hands. Otherwise, the leaf would have fallen, but she had a way to 
keep it in the air for so long!” 

Arte broke out in a cold sweat. Although Jordan had just become an 
apprentice, her ability was truly shocking! 

Jordan kept gathering leaves. In the end, the leaves turned into the 
shape of a fist. 



Suddenly, Jordan shouted and used all his strength to launch the Fist 
Leaves at Arte! 

BANG! 

“Ah!” 

The leaves had no power. The moment they reached Arte’s face, the 
formation shattered and the leaves returned to the ground. 

However, Arte was so frightened that she fell to the ground, panting 
heavily. 

Subsequently, Jordan left without saying a word. 

The others gasped in admiration. 

“Wow! Dawn is too strong! Not only is she talented, but her combat 
abilities and techniques are top-notch as well! She can actually scare 
Arte, who has been an apprentice for half a year, to this extent!” 

“This is only the first day of her apprenticeship in the morning! God 
knows how powerful she will be in half a month!” 

“Haha, the champion of the apprentice group this time will definitely be 
from our Fairy Academy!” 

Everyone saw Jordan’s talent and no one dared to doubt him anymore. 

The other teachers also congratulated Elle. “Miss Elle, congratulations 
on accepting such a talented student. In the future, she will definitely be 
the pride of our Fairy Academy!” 

Elle smiled awkwardly and felt that it was a pity. “It’s a pity that he’s a 
man. Otherwise, he would definitely be a god in the Fairy Academy in 
the future.” 

… 

Just like that, half a month passed quickly. 



It was also officially time for the competition between the various 
universities. 

This time, the competition venue was at the Cloud Sect. It was mainly a 
competition between the apprentice group and the disciple group. 

Elementary Scholars, Grandmasters, and even the Unrivaled Realm 
cultivators would compete. However, their competitions would be held 
once every two years or even longer. Furthermore, the timing was 
irregular, unlike the low-level competitions between apprentices and 
disciples. 

After all, the number of cultivators above the Grand Scholar level was 
much lower than the number of apprentice disciples. Moreover, after 
becoming a Grand Scholar, one had more responsibilities and did not 
have much time to participate in these meaningless competitions. 

On this day, Jordan followed Miss Elle and the large group from the 
Fairy Academy to the Cloud Sect. 

This was also known as the best and strongest school among the 
cultivation schools. 

However, Jordan was a little nervous when he arrived at the entrance of 
the Cloud Sect. He recalled that on the day of the talent test, Mr. Fred 
from the Cloud Sect had brought two people with him. Those two were 
the guys were Gerald’s subordinates. 

“I wonder if Gerald… will come today…” 

1425 Meeting Alt Again! 

Gerald had undoubtedly become a knot in Jordan’s heart. He was an 
existence that made him unable to eat or sleep in peace. He was also 
the person that Jordan thought about the most, second only to Levana. 

Jordan was traumatized when he was killed by this guy on Earth. He had 
to get rid of this guy as soon as possible to calm his heart. 



When Elle saw that Jordan was a little nervous, she comforted him, 
“Dawn, don’t be nervous. Although you’ve only cultivated for half a 
month, I believe that with your ability, it won’t be a problem for you to get 
into the top three!” 

Elle Green thought that Jordan was too nervous to get good results. In 
response, Jordan only forced a smile and said nothing. Soon, Jordan 
followed the main group of the Fairy Academy to the competition venue 
inside the Cloud Sect. 

As soon as the people from the Fairy Academy appeared, they 
immediately caused a commotion. 

As everyone knew, the Fairy Academy was filled with female students. 
The people from other schools, especially those who came to participate 
in the competition, were mostly men. Therefore, even in the past, when 
they saw the people from the Fairy Academy, they would be very 
excited. 

This time, everyone’s focus was on Jordan. 

“Look, that masked woman is Dawn! Hehe, she has a tier ten talent. It’s 
unprecedented, and I’m afraid there won’t be anyone like her in the 
future!” 

“Although her face is covered, I can tell that she’s definitely a rare beauty 
in the world. One day, when my cultivation stagnates, I will finally be able 
to taste the love between a man and a woman. I must pursue her!” 

“Come on, she’s a top-notch talent. When your cultivation stagnates, she 
might already be in the Unrivaled Realm! At that time, are you even 
worthy of her? Hahaha.” 

Everyone was talking about him, and Jordan was very disgusted by their 
discussion. They treated Jordan as a woman. Jordan thought to himself, 
‘I’m more manly than all of you if I take off my clothes!’ 

At that moment, a boy walked to Jordan’s side with a teasing smile on 
his face. “Hello, Miss Dawn. I’m Alt, and I’m also in the apprentice group. 



We might have a competition later. However, don’t worry. I know you’ve 
just started cultivating, and I’ve already been an apprentice for a year. I’ll 
give in to you. Hehe, do you want to win? If you’re willing to be good 
friends with me and chat with me when you have nothing to do, I can go 
easy on you. Don’t worry, I’m a cultivator with the ambition to achieve 
the Unrivaled Realm. I won’t have any improper thoughts about you.” 

Jordan glanced at Alt. Wasn’t this guy the kid who fought with him in the 
hotel? 

On the side, Elle also recognized Alt. After all, it was Elle who suddenly 
appeared and saved Jordan at lightning speed, preventing Jordan from 
being beaten up even more miserably by Alt. 

Jordan still remembered that he had lost to Alt in the competition back 
then and was even beaten up by him a few times. He had to take 
revenge today. 

However, Jordan ignored him for the time being and looked elsewhere. 
He was looking for Gerald’s two subordinates and the two boys who 
tested their talents with Jordan. 

However, Jordan did not see the two of them. 

“In half a month, they might not be qualified to participate in the test of 
the apprentice group. There are too few people with my talent.” 

Jordan had a level ten talent and a grandmaster-level ability to make 
something out of nothing. Now that he was in the apprentice group, it 
was like a King of Glory playing a bronze match. Basically, he could win 
with his eyes closed. 

Alt, who had come to strike up a conversation with Dawn, was furious 
when he saw that Dawn was ignoring him. “Hmph, even if you’re the 
favored daughter of the heavens, you don’t have to look down on me like 
this! You don’t even look at me and don’t answer my words! You’re too 
arrogant. Although my talent is inferior to yours, I’ve cultivated longer 
than you. When it comes to the competition, I definitely won’t hold back!” 



With that, Alt left. 

Jordan did not care about Alt’s threat. He had long seen Alt’s ability. 
Previously, as an ordinary person on Earth, Jordan could fight more than 
ten rounds with Alt. 

Now, Jordan was also a cultivator. His body had been strengthened and 
he could use Spiritual Energy. Alt’s advantage over him no longer 
existed. 

Soon, the competition of the apprentice group began. 

First, it was a fight between the Cloud Sect and W Academy, followed by 
the battle between the Heavenly Academy and the Fairy Academy. 

Time slowly passed from morning to afternoon. Round after round of 
competitions were held. In the end, the finalists were Alt from the 
Heavenly Academy and Jordan from the Fairy Academy! 

“Oh my god, I didn’t expect the finals to be between the Heavenly 
Beauty, Dawn, and Alt, who has been an apprentice for a year!” 

“Alt is cheating! I have a friend in the Heavenly Academy. He said that 
Alt could have advanced to the disciple level a long time ago, but in 
order to get first place in this year’s apprentice group, he deliberately 
stopped advancing. He’s too shameless!” 

“Oh my god, doesn’t that mean Miss Dawn will definitely lose? Although 
Miss Dawn is shockingly talented, she has only been an apprentice for 
half a month. How can she fight with Alt, who has been training for a 
year?” 

“Hehe, there’s no suspense about the outcome. Alt will definitely win 
because this battle is not a competition between apprentices at all. One 
is an apprentice, and the other is a disciple. How can Dawn win?” 

On the side, Elle whispered to Jordan with a smile, “You’ve already 
helped me win respect. You’re in the top two. Even if you’re not first, it’s 
fine. However, I don’t think you’ll give first place to this guy easily.” 



After all, Elle knew how much Jordan hated Alt. 

Jordan said, “The next time I see him, I’ll be a scholar or a grandmaster. 
If I teach him a lesson again, people will say that I’m bullying the weak. 
We’re all apprentices now. I want to take revenge.” 

Elle smiled and patted Jordan’s shoulder. “Then, go ahead. My dear, I 
believe in your ability!” 

The last time Elle saved Jordan at the Lost Paradise Hotel, she had 
been watching the two of them fight. She was very surprised that Jordan, 
a non-cultivator, could fight Alt, who had been an apprentice for a year. 

Now that Jordan had become stronger, he might be able to defeat Alt. 

The two of them stood on the stage, causing the crowd to cheer. Even 
the Vice Dean of the Cloud Sect had come to watch the final battle of the 
apprentice group! 

On the stage, Alt said arrogantly, “Dawn, I’m going to teach you a lesson 
today. What an arrogant personality! Defeating a tier ten cultivator is 
enough for me to brag about for the rest of my life. Hahaha!” 

Alt was brimming with confidence. 

Jordan asked calmly, “Alt, have you ever fought anyone?” 

Alt said, “Of course! A while ago, I beat up a kid at a… a place. So what 
if that kid can fly? I still beat him up like a dog! If he hadn’t been rescued 
by a mysterious person, I would have beaten him to death! Of course, 
don’t be afraid. I won’t be so cruel to you. After all, we’re only sparring. 
Hahaha.” 

“I know the person who was beaten up,” Jordan said slowly. 

 


